CAMBRIDGE SCULPTURE TRAILS

Trail 3

CHURCHILL COLLEGE
1: Nigel Hall
The Next 1999 | Bronze
2: Nigel Hall
Southern Shade 2012 | Bronze
3: Bernard Meadows
Painting Figure with Child 1966 | Bronze
4: Sean Crampton
Three Figures 1970 | Bronze
5: Peter Lyon
Flight 1981 | Bronze
6: Michael Dan Archer
To Boullée 1993 | Granite
7: Barbara Hepworth
Four Square Walk Through 1966 | Bronze
8: Robert Adams
Two Circular Forms No. 1 1961 | Painted steel
9: Michael Gillespie
Spiral 1991 | Cement with resin skin
10: Christine Fox
Gathering of Owls IV 1989 | Painted engraved slate on aphrormosia

MURRAY EDWARDS COLLEGE
15: Judith Cowan
Nothing Lasts Forever 1989 | Corten steel, stainless steel and gneiss
16: Annie Collard
Festive Feeling 1988 | Painted steel
17: Wendy Taylor
Three Dung Beetles 2000 | Bronze
18: Barbara Hepworth
Ascending Form (Gloria) 1958 | Bronze
19: Naomi Press
Imagination 1988 | Stainless steel
20: Nicola Hicks
Cow, Sun & Moon 1994 | Patinated bronze
21: Christine Fox
Gathering of Owls IV 1989 | Painted engraved slate on aphrormosia

ISAAC NEWTON INSTITUTE
22: John Robinson
Mathematical Gates 1991 | Stainless steel
23: Nigel Hall
Around Maloja 1998 | Bronze
John Robinson
The Universe Series 2003 | Stainless steel
24: Genesis 1995
25: Intuition 1993
26: Creation 1991
Purple 1996 at Institute of Astronomy, limited viewing

TRINITY HALL WYCHFIELD SITE
13: Jonathan Clarke
Twelve 2006 | Cast and welded aluminum
14: Michael Dan Archer
Dream 2002 | Chinese granite

27: Helaine Blumenfeld
Tree of Life Encounter 2018 | Italian Marble

Off route or not in place yet